
 

Sachet Ketchup Sauce Paste Filling Machine 
 

 
 
This machine is designed for filling and packing liquid sauce mixture like spice soup with deposit 
etc. The machine is configured with U-shape mixer that suit for filling heavy liquid. This machine 
adopt the pneumatic driven cylinder is the dosing unit: the advantage of this type reciprocating 
pump is strong self-suction ability, also it is quick action per suction and discharge. The filling 
capacity is related to the piston’s stroke inside the cylinder, this is easy adjustable and setting via 
control the opening of the throttling vale. For its strong suction, machine is widely applied in 
automatic filling liquid item, such as water, vinegar, detergent liquid, shampoo, honey stick, tomato 
paste etc. Also machine is with a stainless steel hopper, it will be also suit for the some viscous 
and heavier thickness item: for the viscous liquid will flow down into the cylinder’s inlet port at the 
effective of gravity. 
 
Features: 

 
1. The sauce packing machine is compact structure, solid, reasonable design, much easy 
operation; 
2. The paste packing machine combine a series function of Automatic measuring, filling, bag 
making, date printing And output. 
3. The machine fix stepper motor controller, the advantage is output sachet length precise, easy to 
adjust other parts; 
4. Intelligent temperature control by temperature controller to make heat sealing margin better. 
5. Fine packaging performance, low noise, clear sealing texture and strong sealing performance; 
6. With safety plastic box on rotating blade to avoid hurting operator’s hands; 
7. Low cost high gain, high speed and efficiency. 
8. The whole system is linkage control, automatic feeding, stop working without materials. 
9. The Machine shell and all food contacting part is made of stainless steel. 



 
Parameters: 

 

Packing film width 100 – 300mm 

Output bag width 50 – 150mm 

Output bag length 50 – 180mm 

Packing speed 20 – 50 bags/min 

Power supply 1.5kw AC220V 50Hz 

Compressed air supply 0.6 – 0.8 MPa 

Machine size 110cm * 160cm * 200cm 

Machine weight 360kg 

 


